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Abstract 
Let /~ be a bipartite digraph. Then the digraphs F whose canonical double covering is 
isomorphic with P are (up to isomorphisms) in one to one correspondence with the conjugacy 
classes, in Aut(P), of involutions inverting the color classes of/~. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of the characterization f graphs that arise as double coverings (in the 
sense of [,1,4]) was posed in [-2,7]. A solution is presented by [-8], with a condition 
involving the existence of certain involutory automorphisms. 
A remarkable special case is that of canonical double covering/~ of F, which is 
isomorphic with the tensor product F ® K2, and has the property that each auto- 
morphism of F lifts to /~. Nedela and Skoviera [5] have recently dealt with its 
regular maps. 
Given a connected graph/~, the following questions arise: 
(i) when there is a F such that/~ ~ B(F)? 
(ii) when is such a F unique up to isomorphism? 
The answer to (i) is easy and well known (see Proposition 2.4). 
Moreover, as mentioned earlier, Zelinka [8] characterized in full generality graphs 
that can be obtained as double coverings. On the other hand, question (ii) seems to be 
more difficult. Its solution may also be useful to obtain pairs of cospectral graphs from 
given ones (see [6, Osservazione 3.1]). 
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The aim of this note is to solve problem (ii). We will deal with directed rather than 
undirected graphs. Loops are allowed, too. By the way, we would like to remark that 
some bipartite graphs arise naturally as B(F) with F having loops. For example, take 
a projective plane ~, and let a be a polarity of ~. Consider the graph F having as 
vertices the points of N, two of them being adjacent when conjugate under a, and with 
loops corresponding to self-conjugate points. Then B(F) is isomorphic with the 
incidence graph of N. 
Our main result (Theorem 3.5) states that for any bipartite digraph /~ the iso- 
morphism classes of digraphs F such that B(F) ---/~ are in 1-1 correspondence with 
certain conjugacy classes in Aut(/~). Clearly, this settles (ii). We show also 
(Theorem 3.6) that if F ~ F'  but B(F) -~ B(F'), then there is an involution f~Aut(F) 
with special properties. This necessary condition for F, in order to allow a F' not 
isomorphic with F, but having the same canonical double covering were shown in [6], 
Teorema 4.4, for the undirected case. This turns out to be also sufficient when F has 
some loops (Proposition 3.10). 
2. Preliminaries 
In this paper the digraphs are finite, (strongly) connected, and without multiple arcs, 
but loops are allowed. Ifuv in an arc ofF, we write u --, v. Also, u ,~ v means both u --* v 
and v ~ u. Composition of mappings is from right to left, that is ab(u) = a(b(u)). 
Definition 2.1. A digraph F is said to be bipartite if there exists a partition of the 
vertex set V(F) into two subsets Vo and V1, called the color classes of F, such that for 
all arcs u ~ v either u e Vo and v s V1 or u e V1 and v e Vo. 
Definition 2.2. Let F be a digraph. The canonical double covering of F is the 
digraph /~ = B(F) such that V(17) = V(F) x Z2 and (u, e) --* (v, e + 1)(~eZ2) if and 
only if u ~ v. 
Clearly,/~ is bipartite with Vi = V(F)x {i}, i~Z2. 
Definition 2.3. Let ff be a bipartite digraph. An involution a ~ Aut(ff) is said to be 
switching if a interchanges the classes of/~, and strongly switching if furthermore no 
arc of the form u ~ a(u) exists. 
Of course, if a is a (strongly) switching involution, the conjugacy class of a into 
Aut(/~) consists only of (strongly) switching involutions. Recall the following result 
(see [6, Proposizione 4.1]). 
Proposition 2.4. Let ff be a bipartite digraph. Then there is a digraph F such that 
ff --- B(F) if and only if F has a switching involution a. Loops of F correspond to vertices 
u such that u ~ a(u) in F. In particular, F is loopless if and only ifa is strongly switching. 
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Proof. If a is a switching involution of/~, define F by V(F) = Vo and u ~ v in F iff 
u --* a(v) in/~. The rest is clear. [] 
The digraph F obtained from a as in Proposition 2.4 will be denoted by Fa. When 
dealing with two digraphs F and F' with B(F) _-__ B(F') ~ F, we can identify the vertex 
set of both F and F' with a color class V 0 of the bipartite graph/~, and write F = Fa 
and F' = F b for suitable involutions a, b e Aut(/~). Since the vertex set is the same, to 
avoid any risk of confusion, we will then write u ~a v, u ~ v instead of u ~ v, u ~ v, 
respectively. 
3. How many F? 
Clearly, if Aut(ff) has several switching involutions, then ff ~ B(F) for several F. 
These graphs may not be isomorphic, and this is just the situation considered by [6]. 
Namely, we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. The number of  non-isomorphic graphs F such that _P ~ B(F) is equal 
to that of conjugacy classes of switching involutions in Aut(/~). The number of non- 
isomorphic loopless graphs F such that F ~- B(F) is equal to that of conjugacy classes of  
strongly switching involutions in Aut(F). 
Proof. Let a, b be switching involutions of /~. If they are conjugate, there exists 
gsAut(P)  such that ga = bg. Let Fa and Fb such that P ~ B(Fa) ~- B(Fb). We can 
always assume that g fixes the color classes of/~. In fact, from ga = bg it follows that 
(bg)a = b(bg). Hence a and b are conjugate through g' = bg eAut(F), and either g or 
g' fixes the color classes of ['. Now, we have: 
u~aw<:~u--*a(w) 
¢> g(u) ~ ga(w) 
• ~> g(u) ~ bg(w) 
"*~ g(u) ~ b g(w). 
Therefore, the restriction of g to Vo = V(Fa) = V(Fb) induces an isomorphism of 
F, onto F b. 
Conversely, assume Fa -~ Fb, and let go : F~ ---, Fb be an isomorphiam. Hence 
u --* a (w) ~ u --* ~ w ,*~ go (u) ~ b go (w) ~> go (u) -~ bgo (w). (1) 
Define g: V(/~) ~ V(/~) by letting g(u) = go(u) if ue Vo and g(u) = bgoa(u) otherwise. 
Let u~v.  If ueVo,  then, by (1), go(u)~bgoa(v),  that is g(u)~g(v) .  If ueV1,  then 
a(u)--* a(v). In view of (1), this implies goa(u)--, bgo(v), that is bgoa(u)--* go(v), so 
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g(u) ~g(v).  Therefore geAut(ff). Let u~ V(F). If ue Vo then ga(u) = bgoaa(u) = 
bgo(u) = bg(u). If u¢ Vo then ga(u) = goa(u) = bg(u). In fact, from the definition of g, 
we have g(u) = bgoa(u), so that bg(u) = b2goa(u) = goa(u). Hence ga = bg, and a and 
b are conjugate. [] 
Theorem 3.6. Let F ~-F,  and F '~- Fb be two non-isomorphic digraphs with 
B(F) ~ B(F') ~/~. Then there exists feAut(F, )c~Aut(Fb)  such that f2  = 1 v~ f and 
f= cml Vo for some m, where c = ab. Furthermore, letting j = L ~ J, if u ~ ~ f(u) then 
there is a loop in cJ(u) in the digraph F, or Fb accordingly to whether m is even or odd, 
respectively. 
Proof. Note that u~.v .*~u ~a(v) ,  and similarly for b. Since c = abeAut(ff), 
u--*aV.C~c(u)~ca(v)=aba(v).c*'c(U)~aba(v). The last arc can be written 
c(u) -% c-  1 (v), because ba = c-  1, hence 
U "-'*aV'e*C(U) "*aC-I(V). (2) 
I f  c 2k+1 = 1 then ckac -k ~- b, so that a and b are conjugate into Aut(/~). But this 
contradicts Theorem 3.5, as F, and Fb are assumed to be non-isomorphic. Therefore 
c 2" = 1 for some m. Letting f= cr"[Vo, in view of the above arguments we have 
f2  = 1 and fe  Aut(Fa). We can repeat he same for Fb, by concluding that fe  Aut(Fb), 
too. (There is no need to replace c with c-1 = ba.) 
Assume now u ~,  f(u), or better u .,~, f(u). Hence el(u) ~~ cm-i(u) for all 0 ~< i ~< m, 
in view of (2). I fm is even then cJ(u) "~a d(U), and there is a loop in F, at the vertex d(u). 
If m is odd then cJ(u) ~a cJ+ I(U), thus cJ(u) "~ ac J+ l(u) = bd(u), and so cJ(u) "~b cJ(u). 
Hence, there is a loop in Fb at the vertex cJ(u). [] 
As a consequence of the above result, we can extend I-6, Teorema 4.2], to digraphs, 
as stated below. 
Corollary 3.7. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6,/f both the digraphs F and F' are 
loopless, then there is no vertex u such that u --*r f(u). 
Example 3.8. Let ff be a cube with V(F) = Z4 x 7/z, and consider its automorphisms 
a:(x,e)w-~(x,e + 1), b:(x,e)~--~(x + 2,e + 1). 
In this case we have m = 1 and f= ab: (x, e) ~---,(x + 2, ~). Note that u ~ a f(u) for all 
u e v ( r . ) .  
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Example 3.9. Let r be as in Example 3.8, with a : (x, e) ~ (2, e), where x ~-, 2 is the 
involution (01)(23). Letting: 
<((x,e + 1), x odd, 
b ' (x ,e )~ l (x+2,  e+l ) ,  xeven, 
we have: 
, , ( (2 ,  e + 1), x odd, 
ab : ix, e) F-~ ~( 2 + 2, e + 1), x even. 
Note that (ab) 4= 1, so m-=2 and j=  1. The color classes of /~ are 
Vo = {10,30,01,21} and V1 = {00,20, 11,31}, and we have f=  (1030)(01 21). 
Fo Fb 
Note that u ~,  f(u) for all u, while u -% f(u) with u = 21 and u = 01. 
Proposition 3.10. Let F be a digraph with loops such that there exists an involutory 
automorphism feAut(F)  with f ~ 1 and u 74r f(u) for all u~ V(F). Then there exists 
a digraph F' with F ~ F' and B(F) = B(F'). 
Proof. By definition, I '=B(Fa) ,  where a'(u,E)~--~(u,~+l). Letting b:(x,D~-~ 
(f(x),e + 1), we have a switching involution of ft. If Fb has a loop in u, 
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then (u ,e)~b(u,e) .  As b(u ,e )=( f (u ) ,e+l )=a( f (u ) ,e ) ,  we get u~af (u) ,  a 
contradict ion.  []  
As a f inal remark,  note that [8] and  our  results, though different, are both  based on 
suitable invo lut ions  of the automorph ism groups of a cover ing graph. 
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